CHAPTER XIV
THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN MOVABLES
AND IMMOVABLES
e
nglish private international law, in order to arrive atsubject-
a common basis upon which to determine questions in- matter °f
volving a foreign element, classifies the subject-matter of cSedPas
ownership into movables and immovables, and thus adopts aPovableor
distinction that is accepted in other legal systems.1 The first )mmovable
. not as
task of the court in a conflict of laws case when required to realt^or
decide some question of a proprietary or possessory nature is to pers°na ty
decide whether the res litigiosa is a movable or an immovable.
Upon this preliminary decision depends the legal system that
will be applicable to the case. Rights over immovables are
determined by the lex situs \ rights over movables are not neces-
sarily governed by that law. In the sphere of private inter-
national law, then, the Anglo-Saxon distinction between realty
and personalty is abandoned, even though the case concerns a
country in the British Commonwealth where it is recognized in
the sphere of domestic law. The importance of not confusing
the domestic distinction between realty and personalty with
the private international law distinction between movables and
immovables can scarcely be exaggerated. The one is not in
fari matena with the other. The one cuts across the other in
the sense that personalty includes both movables and im-
movables. Thus 'realty' is not synonymous either with 'land*
or with 'immovables', for though a life tenant, for instance,
holds an interest in realty, a leaseholder holds an interest in
personalty. For the purpose of private international law, how-
ever, a lease creates an interest in an immovable and is subject
to the lex situs.3
The question whether the subject-matter of ownership is a Lex situs
movable or an immovable generally presents no difficulty. It ^^cr
is- common ground that interests in land, whether classified subject-
according to their nature, such as legal estates and equitable ^j^5
interests; or limited in duration, such as fees simple, entails orim-
and terms of years; or independent of the right to possession movable
of the land, such as easements, profits and rentcharges, are
1	In re Hoyles, [1911] i CL 179, at p. 185.
2	Freke v. Carbtry (1873), L.R. 16 Eq. 461.

